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Abstract: The Bhagwadgita often referred to as the Gita is a collected work of 700 verse Sanskrit scripture that is an element 

of Hindu epic Mahabharata. This was a dialogue between Arjuna and Lord Krishna. The writer believes that the mainstay of 

Bhagwadgita is ‘LIFE’. We all are sometimes in our life fascinated by this life and felt perplexed and puzzled, there the 

Bhagwadgita guides us and inspire us to search for our path. The writer read many publications on Bhagwadgita and 

observed that Vyasa the creator of this Bhagwadgita had a long vision and thought for the upcoming generations of human 

being. The Bhagavadgita teaches us how to live in this world, do our duties and yet remain like the lotus leaves in the water 

of life. The world in which we live is said to be a world of illusion. You cannot depend upon it forever, because it is transient 

and subject to change. Out of ignorance and egoism, states the Bhagavadgita, we bind ourselves to it through our desires 

and desire-ridden actions and suffer from ignorance and delusion, not knowing our true nature and true purpose. Having 

become caught in the snare of desires and delusion, we remain chained to the cycle of births and deaths and to the forces of 

nature. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Bhagwadgita is an antiquated Indian text that became a considerable work of Hindu tradition in terms of both literature 

and philosophy. The name Bhagwadgita means „the song of the Lord‟. It is hovering as a poem and it is consisting of many key 

topics connected to the Life, Indian intellectual and Spiritual tradition. Although it is normally abridged as an independent  text, 

the Bhagwadgita became a section of a gigantic Indian epic named „The Mahabharata‟, the longest Indian epic. There is a 

division in the middle of this long text, inclusive of 18 brief chapters and about 700 verses, this is the fragment known as the 

Bhagwadgita. It is also referred to as the Gita, for diminutive. 

1. The Bhagavadgita unfolds with blind King Dhritarashtra ordering his secretary, Sanjaya, to describe the battle between 

his sons, the Kauravas, and their cousins, the Pandavas. Lord Krishna, the culminating persona of Godhead, out of 

affection for his follower, the Pandava prince Arjuna, has accepted to drive his chariot. As Arjuna takes up his bow and 

braces to fight, he notifies the sons of Dhritarashtra drawn in military line-up and requests Krishna to pull his chariot 

amidst the two armies. There in the centre of both armies, Arjuna‟s mind gets puzzled as he visualizes the plausible 

death of his teacher, relatives, and friends. He throws away his bow and arrows and concludes not to fight. 

2. In Chapter One and in the beginning of Chapter Two, Arjuna presents his arguments for declining to fight. Basically, 

he is suspicious at the sinful reactions of killing. But after Arjuna gives-up to Lord Krishna and appeals the Lord to 

enlighten him, the Lord begins countering Arjuna‟s objections. First, Krishna empirically explains that fighting in His 

service is transcendental and will bring no culpable reaction.  
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3. Krishna then explains „karma-yoga‟, reaction-free devotional work, and clears up Arjuna‟s fooled idea that all work is 

fruitive and leads to enslavement. Krishna explains that Arjuna should fight, for avoiding sinful reactions though 

devotional work is better than attempting to escape reactions though renouncing work. Krishna also instructs Arjuna to 

fight to set the proper example of duty.  

4. Then, in answer to Arjuna‟s question on the cause of a soul‟s being impelled to improper action or neglect of duty, 

Krishna names the enemy: lust. He then recommends Arjuna to regulate his senses. Then, with spiritual strength and 

deliberate intelligence, he should conquer that forceful enemy – lust. 

5. After Arjuna has been impressed with the importance of both work (which requires activity) and seeking knowledge 

(which tends to be inactive), Arjuna is perplexed. His determination is confused, and he sees fighting and knowledge as 

contradict, therefore Arjuna opens Chapter Five by asking Krishna to definitively explain whether the renunciation of 

work (speculation, „sankhya, jnana‟, inaction-in-knowledge) or work in devotion is superior. Krishna answers that one 

who is detached from his work‟s results is the one who is truly renounced. Such a person knows that while the body 

acts, he, the soul, actually does nothing. Arjuna should therefore, do his duty steadily act for the satisfaction of 

Krishna. Impartially viewing the external world, he should reside in his body aloof from bodily activities. By fixing his 

consciousness on the Supreme and knowing that Krishna is the true enjoyer, the goal of sacrifice and austerity, and the 

Lord of all planets, he, the pure soul, will find true peace beyond this material world. 

6. Fixing his mind on the self and on Krishna, he attains transcendental happiness in the kingdom of God. Arjuna then 

points out the main difficulty in practicing yoga is controlling the mind. Krishna responds by saying that one can 

overcome the obstinate mind through constant practice and determination. In responding to Arjuna‟s about the fate of 

an unsuccessful yogi, Krishna answers that one unsuccessful in his practice will still take birth in a family of wise 

transcendentalists and automatically become attract yogic principles.. 

7. The epic explained that by humbly developing knowledge one can become free from material entanglement. It explains 

the three modes – goodness, passion and ignorance – those forces that bind and control all conditioned souls within this 

world. A soul can, however, transcend these modes through devotional serviceAlthough the foolish cannot understand 

that the soul transmigrates, quitting one body to obtain a new body based on his mind‟s desires, transcendentalists see 

this clearly. The foolish can learn to see properly by understanding that it is Krishna who is the splendor of the sun, 

moon, and fire, as the one keeping the planets in orbit and making vegetables succulent. They can see Krishna as the 

fire of digestion; as the Paramatma in everyone‟s heart; as the giver of remembrance, knowledge, and forgetfulness; 

and as the goal of the Vedas and the compiler of Vedanta. Krishna explains the demoniac nature which degrades the 

soul through arrogant, ignorant, and conceited pursuits of sense gratification and power. Krishna explained that lust, 

anger and greed are the beginnings of demonic life, all men should therefore give them up and understand their duty 

through faithfully following the scriptures. 

8. Krishna has concluded by declaring that the ultimate difference between the divine and the demoniac is that the divine 

follow the scriptures while the demons do not.  Krishna was explaining the syllables „om tat sat‟ and how these 

syllables indicate that any sacrifice, austerity, or charity dictated by the modes and performed without devotional 

service is useless in this life the next. One should therefore directly take to Krishna‟s service in Krishna consciousness. 

9. Since Arjuna‟s basic desire to renounce his duty of fighting was fear of sinful reaction, Krishna explains true 

renunciation and how to transcend sinful reactions through (1) becoming renounced from the fruits of activities,(2) 

abiding by the order of the Supersoul, and (3) worshiping the Lord through one‟s fruits of work by acting either as 

„brahmana‟,‟ksatryia‟,‟vaisya‟, or „sudra‟ according to one‟s mode of nature. Krishna can only be known through 

surrendering to Him in devotional service, and by this direct process – free from karma or jnana, Arjuna should need 
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not fear any sinful reactions. Under Krishna‟s protection, such a pure devotee will reach “Krishna-loka”. Krishna 

instructs Arjuna that he should surrender to the Supreme Lord within his heart and thus attain peace in His supreme, 

eternal abode. After hearing the instructions of Sri Krishna, Arjuna is fixed and ready to fight. Sanjaya, after narrating 

this conversation to Dhritarashtra, ecstatically thinks of the wondrous two-armed form of Krishna and predicts victory 

for Arjuna, the supreme archer, for he is surrendered to Krishna, the master of all mystics. 
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